New England Covered Bridges Through Time (America Through Time)
Synopsis

New England Covered Bridges Through Time shows the changes to these beloved symbols of Americana since they became major tourist attractions early in the twentieth century. Many covered bridges have been replaced with modern structures, and most of those which remain have also changed as the landscape around them has become more suburban. A few remnants remain the same, and still evoke old New England. This book shows how there historical bridges have fared in the modern world.
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Customer Reviews

This is a nice addition to my collection of books on covered bridges. It is nice to have the historic photos along with current, or relatively current photos. My one slight disappointment is that, with over 175 covered bridges still standing in New England, this book didn't cover more of them.

This is one of those before and after books but devoted to covered bridges. The author/photographer spent much time in scouting out older photos and duplicating them in the present. This is much more fascinating than just another inventory of bridges with a mug shot of each. Terry Miller, Kent, Ohio
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